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"To Know Love" Poem

unself loyaltY
strong emotion
constant faithfulness
total devotion

intense attraction
burning desire
yearning passion
hearts of fire

the gentle caress
the tender kiss
the warm affection
the feeling of bliss

When you can't get that person off your mind
When you find ways to spend more time
To have a heart that's fond and pure as above
For this when you truly know love
"my everything" Poem

my joy through the misery
my strength through the adversity
my hope when there was tragedy
you kept me with my sanity

I was you who would console me
you showed me how to breathe again
stood with me through that and thin
A love I hope will never end

its truely something special
A love that unconditional
A feeling so sensational
so lovely your so beautiful

my source of inspiration
my total dedication
my will and determination
my rock, my foundation

the worth of a rare commodity
I love your sense of modesty
welcome me to your ecstasy
love me for eternity

continue on next page
"my everything" Poem

Incredible, unforgettable
We seem to be inseparable
Wonderfully so valuable
It's truly just remarkable

My best friend, my soul mate
With differences that we integrate
In harmony we collaborate
The type of bond you can appreciate

You're the one that makes my heart sing
The love that of my wildest dream
For you I shall do anything
For truly you're my everything
"Hopeless Romantic"
the mood that of a melody
your presence seems so heavenly
although we haven't spoken
I can sense just what you're telling me

It's like music to my ears
It's exactly what it appears
your love is so sincere
It seems to wash away my fears

The piano softly plays as I gaze into your eyes
It's pouring out my soul as for I'm feeling mesmerized
The saxophone it plays the theme of everything you mean to me
I feel that of a king after the joy you seem to bring to me

My heart is of the drum
The guitar seems to strum
The rhythm is in sync
My mind seems to turn

The violin intensifies
The music seems to hypnotize
The mood it seems to tantalize
As I can feel my nature rise

Continued on next page
"Hopeless Romantic" Poem

It's hard for me to stand it
It's nothing like planned it
I'm trying to keep my focus
I'm so hopelessly romantic
"Still in love" Lyrics

Never meant to mean you know harm
I got caught up in the storm of the rain
Let us that this time to heal from the pain

Through the struggle and strife
I prayed to god to have you back in my life
So hopefully one day I could make you my wife

I brought you shelter through the storm
Many nights I keep you warm
Just want to protect you so I can keep you from harm

Like a necessity my destiny, my dream come true
My one and only. All those lonely nights when I was missing you

I reminisced of you consoling me longing your touch
Pure that of a dove. That's why I love you so much

So please believe I had to leave so I could find myself
And understand. It's not a plan to be with someone else

It's just something that I was going through. Keeping me down
And then I know it would effect you. If I kept you around
So I left you for awhile. Took some time to get away
Though as I rose. Lord knows I still love you to this day
"Definitions of love" Poem

Real the love that owns your heart
The beauty of love is a work of art

The strength of love that stood through time
The purpose of love is truly divine

Precious the love we hold so dear
The genuine love that's so sincere

Courageous the love you fought to keep
The depths of love that runs so deep

Worthy the love we always cherish
The honorable love that's bound by marriage

Exciting the love the wonderful thrill
The remarkable day you seem to feel

True the love that's always there
The thing you do to show you care

Noble the love that's always righteous
The value of love is truly priceless
"my love"  
Poem

my beautiful delicate flower
my loves within youower
you hold the key to my heart
to enter and never depart

your warm and gentle embrace
the love I cant replace
the passionate kisses we share
the thoughts that shows you care

my gift that gets my thought
for god blessed me with you
how lucky a man can get
of that Ill never forget

my gorgeous rightful queen
for every thing that love could mean
is what you mean to me
a feeling of ecstasy

my grateful, faithful love
your heart is pure as a dove
for all that I'm thinking of
together forever my love
Romantic evening  lyrics
the candle light, the bubbly
the mood is set for you and me
it ain't no place I would rather be
the closest thing next to ecstasy
the bright stars, the moon light
were dining out on a warm night
our chemistry it just feels right
its dynamite, its out of sight
the fire works, we celebrate
Heals a toast to our first date
feels great
its such a thrill and it
I love the way that we collaborate

we hit it off, the sparks fly
I'm really feeling you you see its no lie
we'll never know it if we don't try
the night young and its a clear sky
"Silly of Me" Poem

Silly of me, to think you would be thankful
I gave you my heart and yet and still you ungrateful

Silly of me, to think that you would be devoted
Misled you cheated itaint no way to sugar coated

Silly of me, to think that you would be a friend of mine
When times got hard it shed seems you were hard to find

Silly of me, to think that you could be trusted
Yet all the while you were foul, I'm disgusted

Silly of me, to ever put you on a pedestal
To think you were worthy to only find you wasn't credible

Silly of me, so naive you deceived me
I never would of thought that you would love and then leave me

Silly of me, to think that you would love me for life
Thought you were funny you only wanted to use me right

Silly of me, I didnt see what you were really made of
I wasn't looking and was taken as a sucker for love
"Broken Hearted" Poem

The heart that of a broken wing
The joy that I would seast to bring
The love that I would seast to give
For what reason is there left to live

The voice that broke and could not sing
Its hard to shine without the bling
How can I use this broken wing
How can I live this broken dream

Oh how it hurts to reminisce
The heart feeds of a broken dish!
The shatter love we use to share
The emptiness that in the air

The doubt seem to brake our will
How could you fake what seems so real
It's sad to say how bad I feel
Though the say in time the heart shall heal
"Can't let nothing come between us"

Let nothing come between us, people meaning us harm
through hopefully together we can weather the storm
the Envy friends that pretend thought they constantlly at me
if they were real they would only want to see us be happy
if its a secret let us keep it till its out of the bag
people talk as if we listen to the gossip and such
I put this out cause I can see they run their mouth to much
they make prediction we contradicted proving 'em wrong
leave it to them we would have never ever lasted this long
they say they wishing us the best so we would keep 'em away
some people like to build you up for only bringing you down
we don't fight cause wrong or right you know I love you alot
from the start they tried to break apart the bond we got
though we got faith to keep us safe and still our trust is intact
its really something cause can't nothing ever come between us
"Young love"

Young was the love so eager for the bliss
His desire seem to thirst for that very first kiss
His heart seem to pound like it was beating out his chest
His nose was wide open and he was hoping for the best
He would impress the girl with his looks and his charm
He said his only mission was protecting her from harm
She thought that he was cute and that he had a nice style
For everything he did he seem to always make her smile
They started hanging out thought they made no demands
The more time they spent the soon became best friends
These emotions got stronger so intense was there desire
The attraction so electric that the fuse would start a fire
For it was human nature it aint no way to fight
The more they outequaled the more the got exited
He went to make his move although he knew it was a risk
Thought she granted his wish and they shared there first kiss
Hook
Site Jazzy, so sexy and sassy, she carry herself so classy, when I peeped her I just knew she was a keeper

verses
no drama, I really hoping you would would give me the digits aint no lines on mines, I aint never lied to kick it with the top down, let you hair blow in the wind picture us rollin as if you was my girl friend somewhat hypnotic, sipping on this gin with the tonic, and you body erotic, our chemistry bond is bionic

if you want it you got it, you tell me you want me for keeps you the type that's devoted it's not all no late night creeps never tooken for granted, real women they nurture the planet never loving deceiving for leaving me stranded

your the type to be cherished to never degrade or embarrass and you definitely perfect for someone considering me I value your worth, born and brought up on the turf the most valuable thing to a man on the face of the earth is a woman

so if you jazzy attitude sassy can carry yourself classy, through know how to get nasty - Holla
"Inspired by love" lyrics

You know you came into my life and rescued me through the storm you were there to shelter me when I was down you were always there for me just like an angel that God had sent to me.

When it was me against the world you believed in me it was hectic though you never spoke of leaving me and I never had a thought of you deceiving me just know that everything you do is really pleasing me.

In desperate need to have a friend you were by my side the loyalty that you displayed it really filled me with pride when I had to get away you came along for the ride it spake a flame and till this day it shit hasn't died.

You consoled me through the pain, you stood through the rain it's like you brought me back to life when I was living in vain.

When I was weak you gave me strength for many days to come in which encouraged me that I could really be someone the inspiration that you give to me is so profound the craziness within my life it's like you turned it around and if I ever get the chance in a give you the world but for now just take my heart and let our love unfold.
"love thy mother" poem

so special you are
a queen by far
the glow that of a shining star

my guiding light, my reason to live
for all my heart to you I give

my rock you are, such strength you have
throughout my journey you are my path

a heart so pure, a love so true
the beauty that of a sky so blue

strong yet delicate, modest yet elegant
rare yet relevant, you worth is evident

through all distress your presence is calm
this goes to show I love my mom
"my Angel" Poem

like a blessing that was heaven sent
when times were so painful
your ever so significant
forever be my angel
I seem to be more confident
lately I been worry free
people say its evident
your bring out the best in me
I'm feeling like a better person
I seem to be in tune more
my life it has a purpose now
it makes it worth livin for
you keep me grounded I'm astounded
by the man above
its so profound when I was down
you showed me love
I resurrected when it was heckle
I called on you
then god blessed me
and all my dreams came true
"Be my girlfriend" r&b and rap song

Chorus vocals
Lady would you be my girlfriend
I just want to spend sometime with you
Lady would you be my girlfriend
I just want to know you, can I get to know

Verse one RAP
I know you vulnerable you seem to be exposed to the pain
From broken hearts that left you stranded in the storming rain
Your title type to love deep the devotion demanded
But often times you didn't think that only took you for granted
I have suffered through the same kind of pain and such
I been betrayed so many times that I don't know who to trust
And then I met you on a lonely night, you were such a lovely sight
I knew with you that I would have to play my cards right
Slowly as we conversed first you had your guards up
But once you seen that I was real gradually you opened up
You got emotional you even shed a tear
You told me thing about you past that it was hard for me to hear
Cause pain it reflects me, you're hardship it touched me
See me and you we got the same kind of pedigree
I know that we just met yet we sharing all these secrets
If ever had your heart then I would keep it
"From the Heart" lyrics

Chose your eyes and reminisce let us drift upon a memory
Thoughts of you and me and how we came to be
See when I met you there was never doubt
I had you to the point its all I thought about
So deep in lust, in us, I trust, that we can make it happen
You was fascinated deeply by the way I was raping
Game tight late at night be in the studio chillin
I could see it in your eyes you was ready a willing
Made you smile all the while I got the digits and it was an
Sexy late night conversations on the phone
Many night we entertain over bottles of champain
Thinking back to then I understand how we became
From lust it grew to love then we became as one
We choose to move ahead when it was all said and done
We got lost with in our own world every thing is me and you
And cant nobody make feel the way you do

"That's from the Heart"
"Lost Love" Poem

A love so great yet blown in the wind
They say all good things must come to an end

A love so rich yet lost its treasure
They tell me it's nothing that will last forever

A love strong yet grew so weak
We were once so close now we don't even speak

A love so sweet yet turned so sour
If it was never meant it's really out of your power

A love so devoted yet it still broke apart
The hurt still remains and it pains my heart

A love so alive yet it died so hard
You was so shook that you was took off guard

A love so solid that lost ground in the storm
How could such a thing ever bring such harm

A love so grand though a lack there of
It make you have to question was it ever really love
Hook: "WHAT YOU AFRAID OF?" lyrics

Tell me what you afraid of, can we convey love
let me look in your heart I want to see what you made of
verse
I'm patiently waiting and contemplating, still I'm doing my part
as a token I'm hoping that you would just open your heart
me, I'm sincere, let your fear disappear when I hold you
I'm a man understand I just want to console you
take a chance on it, I can tell that you really want it
It's so precious when it happen, I'm a Cities of the moment
I know your sensitive you don't want to live with the pain
let me help ya, in be your shelter through the storm and the
rain came in my arms, where it's warm, in a keep you from harm
all the while make you smile, it's a part of my charm

Don't make me chase it, hopefully you will truly embrace it
It's like its sacred and nothing in the world can replace it
although it hard, let your guard down, try to be brave
see you can trust that im the type that knows just how to behave
tell me a secret, I can keep it, let us make a connection
never neglect it when its Heedful im in a be your protection
"love and relationships" Phrases

1. Where there is no trust, there is no bond

2. Where there is no love, without respect

3. Betrayal will tarnish the beauty of love

4. Where there are communications, there is a relationship that works

5. The beauty of love is within the heart

6. The beauty of love is most powerful

7. The romantic dream is total bliss

8. To listen shows concern, to be concerned shows you care
"Your greatness" Poem

Nourishing, flourishing
You are really starting to bloom
As dark gave to light
You would brighten up the room

Intelligent, elegant
The sweet smell of your fragrant
Tasteful, graceful
Your glow can be so radiantly

Magnificent, brilliant
I value your importance
Your kindness, the finest
For all that is of excellence

Desirable, beautiful
Respectable, lovable
Considerable, dependable
Loyal and so faithful

Wonderful, successful
There's no way to debate this
You earned this I wrote this
As a tribute to your greatness
"Something Special" Lyrics
Rare personality kind of like a commodity
Something that you could treasure forever and eternally
Style so elegant wise and intelligent
Sweet as a peach and like a flower so delicate

A way so true heart so pure
Your the type of woman that I truly adore

Although you been through the worst, you deserve the best
I know it hurt you but I'm a put your pain to rest

Soon as I met her I know that she was minus the drama
See she's a keeper the type that you can take home to momma

I'm shower you with affection and be your protection
Cause definitely you and me we make a love connection

My inspiration hopefully we can build a foundation
Though I'm patiently waiting I be full of determination

Your joy runs through me you can use me as a vest
It means so much to me cause you truely something special
"Fantasy lover" Poem

Super sexy erotic queen
The likes in which is rarely seen
Curves that make a grown man scream
The lover that of my wildest dream

Fickle, luscious, extra naughty
Loud have mercy what a body
Hips that make you fantasize
It seems like Heaven is between her thighs

She seems sneaky, closet freaky
Attitude snobby, site so nasty

A pro really needs no instruction
You dealing with a master in the art of seduction

She love to fantasize her eyes stay dreamy
She tell me sites in heat her sheets stay steamy

Mysterious, curios, there much to discover
For she can be no other than my fantasy lover
Poem

Your love is tantalizing, it's so hard to resist
Such attraction like a everlasting passionate kiss.

Your love is hypnotizing, take control of my mind
A love like that of you is just so hard to find.

Your love is so sensational, the feeling is incredible
I love the way you do me cause it's truely unforgettable.

Your love is so electric, it's so electrifying
It's only such a love that kept the dove from crying.

Your love is so affectionate, I love how your consoling
You say I'm your reputation so thank you for upholding me.

Your love is so special, emotions are getting deeper
I just knew it in my heart from the start you was a keeper.

Your love is so adventurous, you seem to love to take the risk
The pleasure that we seek we SEM to find the bliss.

Your love is like its piper hot, I'm giving you the best I got
Your body seem to melt, I know you felt it when I hit the spot.
"Prince Charming" Poem

The prince of a charmer
your night and shining armor
I provide such as a farmer
with all that I can garner

I'm so attracted to your grace
I learn your warm embrace
such joy that it would mean
to bring a smile upon your face

I see my future within your eyes
A vision of your loveliness
A glimpse of what is blissful
A promise that of happiness

My heart sings out a musical
I know it seem unusual
For love is more than logical
Sometimes it can be magical

Your beauty is incredible
Nothing is despicable
In the mist that of your spill
In which your presence is delightful
Continue on next page
"Prince Charming" Poem

What's a prince without a princess
For we define the royalty
A love that knows no boundaries
For only that of loyalty

I'm fascinated, captivated
deeply I'm enchanted
to pleasure you, treasure you
and never take you for granted

Holding you, consoling you
Protecting you from harm
Forever will I cherish you
For I'm your prince of charm